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When the Menorah Park 
care team gets to know each 
person under our care, we 
have the opportunity to begin 
conversations about things 
that are important to them. 
Understanding people’s 
preferences, values, and 
motivation in life is the key to 
everything. It’s the foundation 
of excellent care. 

Taking valuable steps such as 
ongoing training and eye-

opening experiences also helps us “walk a little in each 
other’s shoes.”

For many years, Menorah Park has organized staff 
trips to Washington, D.C. thanks in large part to the 
generous support of donor and volunteer Stanley 
Bernath.  Our staff works with many Holocaust 
survivors and veterans, so hands-on experiences 
at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum and the 
WWII, Korea and Vietnam memorials are profound 
learning opportunities.  In recent years the addition 

Knowing the Individual Matters 
of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial has brought 
another dimension to the visits, allowing the closely-
related stories to permeate the experience and further 
deepen the cultural understanding we seek. 

I had the privilege to join the most recent trip myself. 
Before this experience, there was an emotional 
distance to the horrible atrocities; my knowledge of 
the Holocaust was based on what I learned at school 
and through events portrayed in movies. Now, I have 
the pictures of human beings emblazoned in my 
memory. These aren’t just facts you find in the history 
books. These were human beings who wore the shoes 
that we saw lining the floor; they were mothers and 
fathers, grandparents and children. I keep thinking 
of one photo in particular of a man with the guitar 
strapped to his back. He was smiling at the thought 
of leaving the ghetto for a better life when in reality, 
he was going to a concentration camp. That train that 
he thought was taking him to freedom took him to his 
death. 

This reality struck all of us on the trip. We cannot 
EVER fall into the trap of a client or resident being 
a room number or a number in general. Especially 
when moving to a new community or in need of 

health care, the importance of being 
recognized and treated as an individual 
only increases. It’s reasonable to feel 
scared or vulnerable, because these are 
entirely new experiences.  In addition to 
physical care, we are invested in helping 
to alleviate any of the feelings of fear and 
anxiety; knowing that simply hearing 
what the person receiving care thinks and 
feels has a beneficial effect on physical 
healing and well-being. 

As health care providers, we need to 
recognize that people experience their 
health needs and challenges in their own 
unique ways, and that family and broader 
life are all part of their thought processes. 
We need to know each person who comes 
to us for care as the individual they are.

Jim Newbrough, 
Menorah Park  

Chief Executive Officer

A Wellness Journey  
to Victory
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Spring Clean Your Health Like an Expert!
The winter was hard on us.  We trudged through 
slush and waddled on ice like penguins.  We were 
more sedentary and isolated – less apt to enjoy the 
ice cold sensation of a blizzard in our faces, so we 
stayed in as much as possible.  Now the sun has made 
its way back, and as we come out of hibernation some 
of us may not recognize who we see in the mirror.  

Mother Nature uses spring time to replenish, renew, 
and bring fresh beginnings. She sends the rains to 
wash away the winter grays. We humans use spring 
time to put away winter attire, and embark on a house 

cleaning spree. But what do we do for our bodies, our 
minds, our emotions, and our over-all health?  

Take Mother Nature’s cue:  Renew yourself!  
Spring clean your health like you would other 
aspects of your existence, and adapt a better lifestyle, 
regardless of the weather. Here’s how:

 • Drink more water!  It refreshes your skin and 
hydrates your body.

• Replenish your oxygen! Get fresh air, open a 
window, and add houseplants.

C O V E R  S T O R I E S

A Wellness Journey to Victory

(See Spring Clean on page 9)

Linda Seeger is happy and looking forward to turning 
65. Now in her second year of retirement, she 
certainly hasn’t slowed down.  In fact, she recently 
carried the torch for the Peter B. Lewis Aquatic & 
Therapy Center’s Olympics, and she participated in 
their ‘speed skating’ event as well.  Her journey to 
wellness has taken a few side-roads, but she is much 
better than she used to be.  Linda had chronic pain 
and arthritis in her lower back, and a neck and jaw 
injury stemming from a childhood fall. Then, her life 
changed when friends referred her to the Peter B. 
Lewis Aquatic & Therapy Center at Menorah Park.

“Oh my goodness everything is better, this place is a 
lifesaver; it relaxes me, calms me, and the therapy gave 
me my strength back,” she explained.  She also talked 
about other therapies that are helping, such as ‘dry 
needling’, where tiny needles are inserted into areas of 
her body to invigorate healing.  “The dry needling does 
not hurt, it helps,” according to Linda.  “I’m also taking 
a bone health class that is helping me.”  Linda said she 
had bad headaches resulting from her neck injury but 
with swimming and therapy, she’s been able to cut 
back on her medications and manage the headaches.

“It’s all at the Center.  I love the aquatics class; we 
call it our little pool party. I love stretching in the 
pool, and the warm water helps me stay limber and 
walk better.”  Linda comes two to three times per 
week. For anyone hesitant to do the same, Linda says, 
“Try it at least once, even if you can’t swim.  It’s very 
freeing, being in the water, and the exercise gives you 
energy.  It’s not a competition; it’s all about learning 

new ways to 
take care of 
yourself.  I’ve 
made a lot of 
new friends, and 
I look forward 
to seeing them 
here.”

Linda’s energy 
is part of who 
she is.  She 
was a teacher 
for 26 years for children from Kindergarten to 5th 
grade and she admits it wasn’t a desk job.  She still 
tutors and enjoys spending time with her grandsons.  
She’s feeling good, and she’s back to enjoying a 
more active life.  “I went from doing six pullups 
to doing 20.  I know I am stronger and I’m more 
secure.  Doing physical therapy helped me walk more 
safely, and have better balance.  I saw Ellie Rose and 
her daughter Barbara in the water together and I 
thought, I won’t get too old to swim, and if I do, I’ll 
have the kids bring me and they’ll have to swim with 
me, but I’ll still be swimming!”  (Ellie at 100, and 
her daughter, Barbara were recently featured in the 
Center’s commercial)  “My next goal,” says Linda, 
“the fitness room!”   

Are you ready to be your better self?   
Call 216-595-7345 to get started in your  
own journey.

Linda Seeger at the Center’s pool
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Family Caregivers Create a Team

The day began like any other. Then, like a bolt of 
lightning the news came that Debbie Davidson’s 
mom, Celestine Taylor, had a stroke. She wasn’t able 
to talk or walk. 

“I didn’t think it would get any better; this would 
be her new normal,” said Debbie. “I continued to 
prepare myself for the worst.”

Then something magical happened when Debbie 
took the advice of the hospital social worker who 
suggested adult day care. 

“Mom started at the Center (Menorah Park’s 
Mandel Adult Day Center) and the stimulation she 
experienced from that point on was what really 
got her back; better now than before the stroke,” 
explained Debbie. 

It was a journey though. She was at first lethargic, 
and by working with her doctor, they removed some 
medications, and slowly she regained her energy. 

“Family members need to watch as they (loved ones) 
begin to recover. We know them best and our role is 
to be an advocate and work in partnership with the 
experts,” noted Debbie.

Debbie and her siblings work together as part of the 
family-professional care team, and they’ve found a 
successful routine. Her sister stays with their mom 
and Debbie helps with hygiene and getting her ready 
for the day as well as taking her to and from the 

Center, and their brother makes sure 
he spends quality time with their 
mom at least twice every week. 

In addition to having a cohesive 
family care team, they also have 
arranged for home health services 
and rehabilitative therapy to provide 
additional support.  

“You offer such incredible services 
and make things so much easier. 
I can’t imagine how much more 
difficult it would be if I had to take 
her to another place for physical 
therapy. It’s so nice that you have it 
all right here,” commented Debbie. 

Debbie added that she looks back 
now to the time before the stroke. 

And before, her mom was kind of sad, her smile was 
forced, and she kept expressing that she was getting 
so old. 

“As we age, we notice that we can’t do the same things 
we used to do. We risk dwelling on the negative. I see 
that now that my mom is active and involved that she 
doesn’t have time to think that way – she is too busy 
doing things including coloring, and her writing is 
now back to normal. She is also walking much better 
than even before her stroke,” She noted. 

Their car rides home have become very special and 
Debbie and her siblings enjoy this joyful time they 
have with their re-energized mom. She notes that 
the relationship is deeper with the added necessity of 
providing care – there is so much trust as a family. 
The care is what is top of mind and they easily put 
aside the “silly stuff” as she calls it. 

“We love her so much and often reflect on the times 
she cared for us. We are now creating new memories 
every day. The car ride home usually begins with 
an enthusiastic ‘guess what I did today?’ She begins 
sharing about the animals she sees, the children 
that visit, the favorite songs she sings – you name it. 
It’s such a pleasure to see her having so much fun,” 
Debbie concluded.  

As she turns 96 in March, the family expresses 
gratitude, and cherishes each and every moment and 
day. Happy Birthday Celestine!

Celestine Taylor with her daughter Debbie Davidson
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Discovery

Young people have an 
unbridled energy that can fuel 
creativity and excitement, and 
bring new life to any room.  
When that energy is explored 
and shared with adults in 
their 70’s, 80’s, and ‘90’s who 
have lived through their own 
variety of life experiences, 
it’s a beautiful blending of 
conversation, smiles and 
sharing; true and honest 
mutual respect and caring.

Yavne High School received 
a grant for a program 
that emphasizes building 
relationships between the 
generations.  About a dozen 
girls are participating in this 
life-changing program, which 
pairs them with residents from 
Stone Gardens a few times 
each month to simply sit and enjoy companionship 
and an exchange of life’s snapshots between them.  
The scene opens in the Ivy room where residents are 
able to recant memories that are meaningful, lasting 
and even historically significant.  

During one such session, Al Gray shared information 
about Enola Gay and why he was compelled to help 
refurbish the plane that had such importance in the 
ending of the war. Then at another table, resident 
Reghina Adler began by pulling up her sleeve to 
reveal the horrific markings placed on her by Nazis 
during the Holocaust, recanting some of what she 

The Energy of Youth is Fuel for Residents

Yavne student Shana Weiss and Lois Lavine search for common places they’ve visited

Yavne students fill Stone Gardens with laughter

witnessed to a few girls whose expressions showed 
they were finding understanding in her words.  They 
could see her strength and gain a better knowledge 
of what a true survivor is.  The girls listened 
intently, asking questions, imagining the moments 
in their own minds; exploring how they may have 
reacted or found their own strength under the same 
circumstances.  

The group exercises include tasks such as looking at 
maps and sharing all the places each have traveled, 
what they have seen, and where they have always 
dreamed of visiting and why.  When Alex Fleksher, 
the Better Together coordinator, tells the girls it’s 
almost time to return to school, the girls and the 
residents hug, hold hands, and promise to return to 
the conversations not yet had on the next visit. They 
leave behind just a little bit of that energy to remain in 
the hearts and minds of the residents, and taking with 
them a new-found reason to always listen, honor and 
respect those whose lives began before cell phones, 
video games, YouTube, or cable television.  It’s a win-
win for both generations, as each person involved 
anxiously awaits the next visit.
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2017 Menorah Park Donors
excellence in caring

$25,000 +
Anonymous
Shirley Blau*
Cleveland Foundation
Irving B. Fine*
Jewish Federation of 

Cleveland
Sanford Kutash
Carol and Marvin Lader
Lois and Martin Marcus
Mt. Sinai Health Care 

Foundation
David P. Miller
Helen and David Nagusky
Pollak Food Distributors
Ohio Emergency Mgt. 

Agency
The Sephardic Home for the 

Aged Foundation
Jan and Will Sukenik
Wolf Family Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
 Joanne and Robert 

Balantzow
Stanley Blum
Rochelle Chernikoff
Ellen and Victor Cohn
Peggy Nathan Einstein
Harry K. & Emma R. Fox 

Charitable Foundation
Bobbie and William 

Jacobson
The Family of Betty 

Jaskulek*
Elayne and Robert Kwait
Susan and Peter Meisel
Bernie Millstein
Leslie and Norman Millstein
Harriet and Melvin Morris
Esther & Hyman Rapport 

Philanthropic Trust
Alice Sayre
Marc Silverstein
Naomi and Edwin Singer
Lynn and Marc Winkelman
Nancy Wurzel and Don 

Sayre

$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous (3)
Cleveland Coca Cola 

Bottling Co.
Debra and Kenneth Cohen
Stephanie and Jeffrey 

Danzinger
Howard Fishman
Robin Krenzler Heiser
Rebecca and David Heller
Huntington National Bank
Terri and Stuart Kline
Noreen Koppelman 

Goldstein and  
Barry Goloboff

Debra Krenzler 
The McGregor Foundation

Medical Mutual of Ohio
Jessica and Chuck Myers
The Sanson Company
Aaron Saltzman
Judith and Burton Saltzman
Veronika Ilyes-Sechler and 

James Sechler
Laura and Alvin Siegal
Marilyn Cole Stein
Stellar Benefits Group
Sylvia and Martin Wald
Jerome Weinberger*
Betty Weintraub*
Danielle and Jeffrey Wild
Jane and James B. Wolf, Jr.
Theo and John Wolf

$2,500$4,999
Florence Chelm
Michelle Cydulka Weinstein
Rita Cydulka
Judy and Howard 

Danzinger
Fran and Mark Doris
Natalie Epstein
Sharon and Bruce Epstein
Renee Farrar
Barry Feldman
Barbara and Earl Franklin
The Giant Eagle Foundation
Jennifer and Jordan 

Goldberg
Doris Heller-Cramer
Lisa and Richard 

Immerman
Jack Jaffe
Ellen Jaskulek
Lynne Jaskulek
Stephen Jaskulek
Jewish Community 

Foundation 
    of Southern Arizona
Amy and Ira Kaplan
Maxine Karns
Dolores Kleinman
Nancy and Rik Kohn
Nancy and Keith Libman
Sandy and William 

Lieberman
Rochelle and Joel Marx
Maxine and Michael Massie
Barbara and Stanley Meisel
Menorah Park Women’s & 
      Men’s Association
Kesia and Jim Newbrough
Kathy and Terry Ozan
Cecelia Polster
Joan and Richard Rivitz
Enid and David Rosenberg
RPM International, Inc.
Irene and Tibor Rosenberg
Lauri and Robert Ross
Barbara Schreibman
Gail and Elliott Schlang
Diane and Harvey Scholnick
Jeffrey Schultz

Sirna & Sons Produce
Amy and Steve Small
Marsha and Jim Spitz
Susan and Brian Stern
Tibor’s Kosher Meat 
 Market Inc.
Joyce and Eric Wald
Penni and Stephen 

Weinberg

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous (3)
Norman Adler
Alpha Office Products, Inc.
Carolyn and Chuck Arnold
Colleen and Daniel Barnett
Samuel Bayer
Benjamin Rose  

Institute on Aging
Marcia and Alec Berezin
Berkowitz-Kumin-Bookatz, 

Inc.
Lora and Stuart Berkowitz
Nora and Brian Berman
Stanley Bernath
Patti and Jonathan Berns
Deborah and Howard 

Bobrow
Beth and Robert Brandon
Helen Braun
Charlotte Burgin
Renee and Kerry Chelm
Ellen and Lawrence 

Chernikoff
Lynn and Barry Chesler
Darcee and Randy Cohen
Cheryl Davis and 
  Jonathon Wise
Jennifer and Grant Dinner
Paula and Daniel Dreyfuss
Lawrence Edelman
EnviroChemical, Inc./
     Brian Fox
Howard Epstein and 
     Gregg Levine
FEC Mobile Eye Clinic
Carol* and Joseph Feig
Steven Feigenbaum
Susan and Allan Felber
Sherry and Ira Feuer
Forest City Hebrew 

Benevolent Assoc.
Ronna and Joel Fox
Birdie and Len Frank
Judith and Sidney Frank
Miriam Frank and 
     Barry Levinsky
Susan and Mitchell Frankel
Louis Freiberg
Wendy and Allan Fromm
Keith Gilbert
Adrienne and  

Philip Goldberg
Nancy and  

James Goldsmith
Martin Golob

Sally Good
Sidney Good
Joan and Edmund* Goulder
David Greenberg
Candy and Brent Grover
Howard Guggenheim
Mary and Clive Hamlin
Nancy and Sheldon 

Hartman
Hastings Water Works Inc.
Charlee and Richard 

Heimlich
Geoffrey Michael Heller 
    Memorial Fund
Sandra Helm
Linda Rae and Andrew 

Hertz
HW & Co.
Helen and Henry Jacobson
Judith and Sheldon Kaffen
Lola and Melvin Kamins
Wally and Irving Kaplan
Judy and David Kaufman
Elise Kirschenbaum
Lois Klein
Sandy and Steven Laserson
Jane and Jordan Lefko
Brad Lebovitz
Marilyn Bayer Levine and 
     Harris Levine
Shelley Lipson
Heather and Irwin 

Lowenstein
Jacalyn and Charles Lurie
Daniel Marcus
Shelley and Gregory Marcus
Ruth and Doug Mayers
Mayfield High School
Sydell Miller
David & Inez Myers 

Foundation
Edward Nemeth
Marjorie and Arthur 

Newman
The Olympia Companies
Lenore Oscar
Adrienne and Sanford Ozan
Barbara and Michael 

Peterman
Phyllis and Joel Polster
Loree and Steve Potash
Leslie and Merle Rabine
Lori and Steven Raichilson
Audrey and Albert Ratner
Susan and James Ratner
Regal Carpet Center, Inc.
Linda and Lawrence Rich
Gary Rivin
Amy and Kenneth Rogat
Beth and Frank Rosenberg
Betty Rosskamm
Harriet Roth*
Jackie and Fred Rothstein
Rob Rutledge
Wendy Sacks
Evie and Gordon Safran

Laura Scharf
Debbie and David Scheer
Barbara and  

Howard Schiller
Alga Schloss
Marilyn and Jerald 

Schneider
Anita and Robert 

Seidemann
Leonard Senkfor
Sally and Keith Sherwin
Anita and Michael Siegal
Eileen and Robert Sill
Sheryl andl Bart Simon
Geri Smith Singer and 
     Harry Singer
Marilyn and Ivan Soclof
Michal and Steven Soclof
Judy and Marvin Solganik
Lila and Jerry Sorkin
Karen and Daniel Steiger
Sara Stein and Don 

Robinson
Penny and David Strauss
Kenneth Sustin
Taft Stettinius &  

Hollister LLP
Tesco
Jennifer and Neil Tramer
Marci and Dan Ungar
Moira and Wulf Utian
Judith and Morry Weiss
Trudy and Steven 

Wiesenberger
Joan and Charles Whitehill
Sandra and Timothy 

Wuliger
Donna Yanowitz
Iris and Gerald Zahler
Ellen and Daniel Zelman
Lisa and Robert 

Zimmerman

$500-$999
Anonymous (5)
Jodi and Joel Adelman
AIN Industries Quality 

Chemical
Sandra and Bill Arndt
Beverly Arnold*
Mitchell Balk
Faye and Michael Bass
Susan and Dale Bass
Marilyn Bedol
Elaine Bercu
Kelly and Robert Berick
Anne Birnbaum
Anne Bloomberg
Phyllis and Kenneth Bravo
Diane Burgin and  

David Hutt
Sheryl Butler
Catanese Classic Seafoods, 

Inc.
Patricia Clampitt
Lynne and Philip Cohen
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We want to thank every 
person listed on these 
pages again, along with the 
hundreds more shown on the 
complete list of 2017 donors 
on our website.  

As we enter 2018 many 
donors are wondering how 
the recent tax law changes 
may affect charitable giving.  
People whose deductions 
fall short of the increased 
standard deduction may 
actually see a bigger tax 

break than they did before.  Since the tax rates were 
decreased for most taxpayers, many will have more 
disposable income.  These tax savings could fund a 
portion of your charitable giving.  

And for those who do have enough deductions to 
itemize, the limit on deductibility is higher so you 
may have an even greater impetus to give.

Joel Fox 
Chief Development 

Officer

Tax Laws Change, But The Needs Go On …
Financial vehicles that were tax advantaged for 
charitable giving in the past still remain.  It is still 
beneficial to give away retirement assets to save 
taxes; charitable gift annuities remain good tax-
efficient life-income tools; one can still avoid capital 
gains taxes by contributing appreciated assets to 
charity; and donating annuities is attractive because 
otherwise their payouts are taxed like ordinary 
income.  

Remember that, after age 70½, a distribution from 
your IRA directly to Menorah Park is not part of your 
adjusted gross income, so it reduces the starting point 
for computing your taxes.  This is often the most tax 
efficient way to make donations.

But regardless of the tax laws, the needs of Menorah 
Park’s residents remain and are growing.  We hope 
you will join us in fulfilling our mission of providing 
Excellence in Caring for people as they age.  Thank 
you!

Menorah Park does not give financial advice.  Please 
check with your personal advisors, who can help you 
make the best decisions in your own circumstances.

Lisa Cohen-Kiraly
Bonnie and Michael Cole
Janet Cort
Joan Eigner
Julie and Joel Falck
Barbara and Irwin Feldman
Wendy and Richard 

Feldman
The Irving & Gloria Fine 

Foundation
First Rate Service LLC
Laurel Fisher
Judy and Mark Frankel
Beverly Freeman
Wendy and Allan Fromm
Beverly Gans
Brian Garson
Sherry Gavanditti
Laurie and Stephen Girsky
Linda and Eric Glassman
Debra Glett
Nancy Glick and  

Randy Solomon
Leah Goelman-Bloom and 

Alan Bloom
Patricia and James Golden

William Goldman 
Foundation

Steven Goulder
Alvin Gray
Beatrice Gray
Randi and James Grodin
Amy Handel
Christine Hemingway and 

Brad Morsch
Home Instead Senior Care
Eileen Horowitz
Leslie and Marc Insul
Shari and Marc Jacobson
Etta and Carl Kanter
Martha Katz
Susan and James Kendis
Merle and Robert Kiwi
Marlene Klanfer
Judith and Larry Klein
Norma and Harvey Kotler
Kucharski  Septic Service
Roger Liberman
Lori Lozier
Ken Marblestone
Evelyne and Marvin Manes
Jane and Richard Marcus

Margaret and Richard 
Margolis

Kimberly and Richard 
Martin

Memorial Services, Inc
Menorah Park Mandel 

Adult Day Center
Midland Foods Inc.
Mill Distributors, Inc.
Stephanie and Jared Miller
Multi Flow Dispensers of 

Ohio, Inc.
R.H. Myers Tenants 

Association
Rita Orpett
Osborn Engineering Co.
Shari and Michael 

Perlmuter
Physicians Ambulance
Carole and Charles 

Rosenblatt
Barbara and Alan 

Rosskamm
Rochelle Roth and Bruce 

Schwartz
Marcia and Gerald 

Rothschild
Terry and Ed Ruch
L. Jane Glickman-Sacks 

and Charles Sacks
Florence Saiger
Nancy Sands
Jill and David Schreibman
Richard Schwalberg and 

Carol Levinthal
Sonni and Steve Senkfor
Mary Ann and Gary Shamis
Stuart Sharpe
Michael Shekhtman
Beth and Michael Silver
Judith and Alan Sims
Elizabeth Singer
Reid Singer
Edith and H. Bernard 

Smith
Nathaniel Spaeth
Bonnie and Stephen 

Spiegle
James Stark
David & Robert Stein 

Family Foundation
Richard Steinert

Stellar Private Cable 
Systems, Inc.

Janet Stotter
TriMark SS Kemp
Denise Trun
The Kathleen B. and 

Charles R. Walgreen 
III Foundation

Linda and Harold 
Wasserman

Peggy and Philip 
Wasserstrom

Rosemary Weltman
Stephanie and Adam 

Wieder
Diane and Ross Wilkoff
Kenneth Wyse
Dara and Alan Yanowitz
Harvey Zwerin

* Of Blessed Memory

Other precious donors of up to $499 are listed on our website: menorahpark.org/2017 donors.

Contributions listed were made from Jan. 1 - Dec. 31 2017. We make every effort to ensure our  

donors’ names and contributions are accurate and regret any inadvertent omissions or errors.
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All in the Family

Do you remember the opening scene of the sitcom 
“All in the Family”? 

It began with Archie and Edith belting out a nostalgic 
“Those Were the Days” as only they could; side by 
side, voices rising to the melody Edith created as her 
fingers moved along the keys of the old family piano. 

It drew us into their world, giving us a platform 
to find a deeper understanding of the explosive 
dynamics of the era in which we lived.  The song said 
it all, and many of us remember the tune and words 
to this day. That’s the power of music.  It sparks 
emotions, nostalgia, and joy.  It pulls people together, 
allows them to raise their voices together, sharing 
a message of warmth, happiness, or excitement 
through a song.  

Tenants at R.H. Myers Apartments always enjoyed 
the same sharing, as they gathered around their 
community piano, until one day the music was no 
longer the same. By late 2017, the well-loved baby 
grand piano could no longer be tuned. 

The First Piano’s Story:  The well-loved piano had 
belonged to Board member Marc Alan Silverstein 

Marc and daughter Sydney

and his family, and was an integral part 
of their beautiful past so full of fond 
family memories. The 100-year-old 
piano was a focal point and a gathering 
spot for generations.  They would circle 
around the baby grand to sing show 
tunes and other favorites; first well-
played by his maternal grandmother 
at her home, and next by his mother. 
Eventually, the cherished memory-
filled heirloom was welcomed into 
Marc’s living room, and was moved 
from Baltimore to Washington D.C. to 
Cleveland. 

It was when Marc moved into an 
apartment with little room for such a 
magnificent instrument, that keeping 
the piano became a challenge.  When 
he approached the subject of getting rid 
of it with his daughter Sydney, who was 
11 at the time (2002), she became very 
upset; there were too many memories 
– how could someone else love and 
appreciate its rich history? 

A few years later in 2005, Marc became 
involved at Menorah Park and joined the R.H. Myers 
Committee. He grew to know the essence of the 
community – its warmth and camaraderie. Each 
time he came for meetings, he witnessed what he 
had hoped for; tenants gathered around the piano 
enjoying every note and every memory-evoking song.  

The Second Piano:  Marc and his family came to 
the rescue again, and the sound of silence did not 
last long. They saw the need for a new piano posted 
on the R.H. Myers Wish List, and Marc responded. 
Although he never played piano he had a very special 
piano in mind that he knew would be perfect to 
replace the other one.

When R.H. Myers Administrator Megan Cisler shared 
details of the piano being considered to replace 
the 100-year-old piano, he knew it was b’shert 
(meant to be).    The series name of the baby grand 
was “Baltimore,” his original home town, where 
the melodic story began. And, now we have a new 
beginning with many family stories ahead of us.

During its dedication, tenants gathered like family 
(See All in the Family on page 11)
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In a world where 
providing a secure 
environment is 
increasingly important, 
Menorah Park has 
remained proactive.

With grant funds from 
the State of Ohio we are 
able to provide even 
better surveillance of our 
campus, both internally 
and externally through 
the installation of many more new cameras and 
centralized surveillance of the total campus.

Mel Abrams, Director of Security at Menorah Park, 
stated  “We’ve made great improvements to help 
us control access to the building.  There are more 
than 140 cameras inside and out, and in addition, 17 
security officers to protect Menorah Park campus.”

Your Safety is Our Priority

April is Parkinson’s Awareness 
Month, and marks the 201st 
anniversary of the recognition of the 
disease. Programs such as Delay the 
DiseaseTM and LSVT Big and LoudTM 
at Menorah Park have been proven 
to help those with PD find relief from 
some of their symptoms.

Experts recommend mild exercise, 
lowering stress, avoiding isolation, 
learning all you can about your 
disease, and communicating 
with your doctor.  Of the utmost 
importance is to be your own 
advocate.

The Peter B. Lewis Aquatic & 
Therapy Center is offering special 
programs throughout April in 
addition to the therapy programs 
mentioned. For information, call 
216-595-7345.

There’s Help 
for Parkinson’s 
Symptoms

Please note that the only entrance to Menorah 
Park that will be accessible to visitors will be the 
main entrance.  (The implementation of these 
improvements has not impacted the Sabbath door 
entrance at Menorah Park.)  An employee badge will 
be needed to enter any other door, or the visitor must 
be ‘buzzed’ in by the front desk clerk at each building.  

• Investigate your medication! Check with your doctor first, 
then get rid of outdated medications and vitamins.

• Walk more!  Replace old shoes for better foot, arch and ankle 
support.

• Stretch your muscles! Gentle stretching can have amazing 
effects on how you sleep, walk, and carry yourself with 
confidence. 

• Get wet!  Warm water helps aching joints; swimming 
strengthens the heart and improves circulation.

• Keep your brain sharp! Change your environment and 
your habits to increase thinking skills. 

• Treat your senses!  Visit a museum, enjoy the gardens, 
listen to live entertainment, see a play with a friend.

• Share yourself!  Be a volunteer helping others.  Research 
shows there are many amazing benefits.

• List your goals! Think of what you wish to accomplish and 
do something to better yourself and your attitude every day.

Small, steady changes over the course of a year can make a big 
difference.  Think of each season as a time to evaluate what you 
are doing.  Take heed in knowing, it’s never too late to make the 
best of the here and now.  It all starts with you, and your desire 
to live the best life you can, utilizing life-tools that keep you on 
track to do just that. 

(continued from page 3)Spring Clean
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Facebook is a perfect way to see 
what goes on at Menorah Park.  We 
post frequently and love to engage 
with our friends and followers.  
If you haven’t checked it out 
lately, do so soon!  You’ll find the 

Piazza schedules and special events, programs, photos, 
videos, and a lot more!  Please go to www.facebook.
com/MenorahPark and be sure to let us know your 
thoughts!

March 12 through 16

Tenants, family members and care partners 
are invited to join in special programming at 
residences, thanks to the Menorah Park Center 
4 Brain Health in collaboration with The Dana 
Foundation. Contact your life enrichment 
coordinators for details and please join us for the 
program noted below.

 
The Brain Health Institute Presents:

“Falls and Brain Health”

Thursday, March 15
Wiggins Place 11:00 a.m.
R.H. Myers 2:00 p.m.
Stone Gardens 3:15 p.m.

National Brain Health 
Awareness Week

Holiday Information

PURIM
March 1:  
Public Megillah Reading 10:45 a.m. 

March 2:  
Shushan Purim Carnival  10:30 a.m.

PASSOVER
March 30: Passover Mini-Seders on Pavilions  
begin 10:30 a.m. / First Seder*  5:00 p.m.

March 31: Menorah Park Synagogue Prayers  
begin 9:00 a.m. / Afternoon Prayers 4:15 p.m. / 
Second Seder*  5:00 p.m.

April 1:  Menorah Park Synagogue Prayers  
begin 9:00 a.m. / Afternoon Prayers  4:15 p.m.

April 6: Menorah Park Synagogue Prayers  
begin 9:00 a.m. / Afternoon Prayers  4:15 p.m.

April 7: Menorah Park Synagogue Prayers  
begin 9 a.m. / Yizkor Memorial Prayers  
10:45 a.m. / Afternoon Prayers  4:15 p.m.

Holocaust Memorial Day April 12:  
Memorial program  10:30 a.m.

Yom Ha-atzmaut – Israel April 19: 
Independence Day 
Public Music Celebration  2:45 p.m.

*Reservations required

Unless otherwise noted, programs  
in Saltzman Auditorium

Services
Marcus Post-Hospital Rehabilitation • Home Health Services 
• Outpatient Occupational & Speech Therapies • The Peter B. 
Lewis Aquatic & Therapy Center • Non-Emergency Medical 

Transportation • Adult Day Center • Housekeeping Plus • 
Dialysis • Center 4 Brain Health

Residential Options
R.H. Myers Apartments • Wiggins Place Assisted Living  
Residence • Stone Gardens Assisted Living Residence • 

Helen's Place Memory Care Apartments • Menorah Park 
Skilled Nursing Home

EXCELLENCE IN CARING

Call Beth Silver at (216) 839-6678
27100 Cedar Rd. Beachwood, OH • MenorahPark.org
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After 15 years of ongoing advocacy initiatives that began 
with the efforts of many at Menorah Park, we are proud to 
report that a PERMANENT REPEAL of the MEDICARE 
THERAPY CAPS was included in the budget bill passed by 
the United States Senators and Representatives in early 
February.  A new monitoring system was also put in place 
to contain costs, while ensuring the therapy needs are met 
for Medicare-eligible adults.

Ahead of this action, the amount of physical, occupational 
and speech therapy that a person could receive under 
Medicare was capped regardless of need. As early as 2002, 
we began hearing and reporting human impact stories of 
negative consequences such as reoccurring injuries that 
unfortunately led to hospitalization, and actually greater 
expense. An exception process was put in place in 2006, 
but the hurdles that resulted continued to place people at 
risk for further injury.  

As a key leader in our organization, COO Richard 
Schwalberg dedicated himself to preventing the 
implementation of Medicare therapy caps mobilizing 
staff, residents, clients and trustees to reach out to 
legislators through letter writing campaigns and other 
successful initiatives. These ongoing and dedicated efforts 
by the Menorah Park team helped engage three therapy 
associations (APTA, AOTA, and the Speech Association) 
and representatives from AAHSA (now LeadingAge), 
AJAS (Association of Jewish Aging 
Services) JFNA (Jewish Federation 
of North America), and the Jewish 
Federation of Cleveland.

Together, we worked on action 
plans and strategies to remove 
Medicare therapy caps.  As a result, 
we developed successful working 
relationships with legislators; several 
introducing or sponsoring bills 
recognizing that therapy caps were 
not the solution to other budget woes. 
And here we are. It took perseverance 
and we won!

At a recent conference, AJAS CEO 
Don Shulman said, “Menorah 
Park’s persistence and vigilance are 
key ingredients toward successful 
advocacy.”

Together, Our Voices Are Heard

to listen and sing, relaxing with refreshments, 
spending time with friends, and letting the 
nostalgia once again make them smile as they 
enjoy the new notes of an old tradition, all 
springing from the act of kindness from one 
very special family to another.  These are, 
indeed, the days.

R.H. Myers tenant Lenore Bletcher (not pictured) 
warmed up the keys, and played for the crowd 
just after the formal programming, leading in a 
community favorite, “Let Me Call You Sweetheart.”  
Guests then happily listened to Wiggins Place 
tenant Marcia Ungar tickling the ivories 
accompanied by her daughter Edie Ungar-Shafran 
on flute, with Sydney singing along.

(continued from page 8)

All in the Family
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Residential Activity Highlights

If you would prefer to view our newsletter 
electronically, go to MenorahPark.org. 

Please note, activities are  
subject to change.

See your activities staff for the weekly 
Piazza Playbill 

or find it at facebook.com/MenorahPark

Menorah Park 

March
14th 2:45 p.m. Music with Emily Dorland
28th 2:45 p.m. Music with Sam Fosh 

April
8th 10:00 a.m. Pancake Breakfast
25th 2:30 p.m. Cohen Lecture Series

R.H. Myers Apartments

March
16th 1:00 p.m. Medical Lecture “AFIB” presented 

by Tom Strong
24th   1:00 p.m.    Asian Exercise with Ted Smith

April
22nd 3:30 p.m. Kids Choir Performs
26th 7:30 p.m. Just Jazz Entertains 

Wiggins Place

March
11th  11:00 a.m. Daylight Savings Time Social
15th   1:30 p.m. Irish Cultural Celebration

April
1st 2:00 p.m. April Fools All-Time Favorite  

Pranks
17th  10:00 a.m. Mad Science: Newton’s Egg Drop

Stone Gardens

March
4th 4:00 p.m. Piano Concert with Marcelline 

Mayhall

15th 7:30 p.m. Total Brain Health Interactive 
Class “Remembering Memory and 
Recall” with Kaitlin Daly 

April
3rd 3:30 a.m. Spring Bloom Tea Party  
16th 10:00 a.m. Byden Elementary School Visit for 

Art and Music Expressions 

Helen’s Place

March
7th 3:00 p.m. Pinky & Anita Variety Hour
23rd   11:00 a.m.     Bingo with Audrey 

April 
6th 11:00 p.m. Art Studio Visit
20th 11:00 a.m. Music & Brain Health Dwyer

Menorah Park complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, 
age, disability, or sex. Contact person is Richard Schwalberg, COO phone 216-831-6500.

Thank a Volunteer today!


